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Introduction: Destiny, Death, and Departing 

 

  In the final pages of Le Morte Darthur, Sir Thomas Malory presents the deaths of 

Gawain, Arthur, Guinevere, and Lancelot. Sir Gawain dies lamenting that he created a civil war 

between his king and his best knight. King Arthur dies on his bastard son’s sword, ignoring Sir 

Lucan’s pleas and the prophecy that warned him of his fate. Queen Guinevere dies refusing to 

see Lancelot, knowing her betrayal led his king to his death. Sir Lancelot du Lake, once the 

greatest knight in Britain and a fierce defender of Arthur and Guinevere, dies a hermit monk. 

When Lancelot dies, the kingdom of Britain has long since been torn apart by civil war, rivalries, 

and the deaths of many of its best knights. After Lancelot’s death, the last Knights of the Round 

Table flee to the Holy Land to find purpose or perhaps even salvation. At the close of what 

Malory calls “The Hoole Book of Kyng Arthur and of his Noble Knyghtes of the Rounde Table,” 

nothing remains of the kingdom Arthur ruled over in peace and prosperity. As for what happens 

in the future, Morte pays little attention to who takes the throne or the future of Britain in 

general. It as if with the passing of Arthur, Guinevere, and Lancelot the kingdom itself died. 

  Unlike the earliest Arthurian texts, the downfall of Morte’s Arthur is not the result of one 

man’s bellicosity, another man’s treachery, and the inevitable fall of fortune. Rather, the 

sequence of events in “The Morte Arthur” results from the actions of many people, making it 

difficult to assign blame. Although ostensibly Lancelot and Guinevere’s affair leads to the feud 

between Gawain and Lancelot and finally the civil war between Arthur and Mordred, several 

other key figures implicate themselves in the process. Aggravain’s insistence that Arthur 

acknowledge the affair between Lancelot and Guinevere leads to Guinevere’s attempted 

execution, which leads to Lancelot’s unwitting murder of Gawain’s brothers, who were innocent 

bystanders. Arthur fails to stop the conflict before it begins and subsequently is unable to diffuse 
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the tension between Gawain and Lancelot. Gawain’s blood feud forces Arthur to spend months 

away from his kingdom, allowing Mordred to consolidate power and influence. Even on the final 

day of Arthur’s life, he is not responsible for the failure of the truce; rather, a nameless knight 

draws his sword to strike at an ill-timed adder. Sir Lucan and Sir Bedivere fail to stop their king 

from rushing into battle against Mordred despite knowing of the dream that foretold Arthur’s 

certain death. Finally, Arthur himself chooses to charge Mordred despite receiving three different 

warnings of the inevitable outcome. Yet, Arthur does not bear the burden for the fall of Camelot 

alone. It is true that his incest with Morgause led to Mordred’s conception, and that his 

condemnation of Guinevere led to Gareth’s death, and that his actions on the Day of Destiny led 

to his own death. However, as Elizabeth Archibald points out, “all of the major characters can be 

held responsible to some degree” (A Companion to Malory 231). 

  Clearly, the sequence of events makes it nearly impossible to choose just one person 

responsible for “The Morte Arthur.” With this in mind, one might look beyond individual 

characters to identify a single event that precipitated Camelot’s downfall. The text offers a 

number of contradictory causes. Early on, Merlin warns Arthur that he caused his own death by 

committing incest (Malory 36, 14-25).
1
 Despite this clear identification of guilt, at the end of 

“Lancelot and Guinevere” the narrator claims that Aggravain caused the destruction by alerting 

Arthur to the affair between Guinevere and Lancelot (Malory 869, 13). However, evidence 

suggests Arthur already knew about the affair. In fact, other characters attempted to bring it to 

his attention in several places, but Arthur “did not want to hear of the adultery even though he 

had deeming of it” (Lambert 200). With that in mind, Aggravain’s crime was forcing Arthur to 

act rather than revealing new information. Additionally, Guinevere blames herself and Lancelot 

                                                        

1 Quotations of Malory’s Le Morte Darthur are from the edition by P.J.C. Field (D.S. Brewer, 

2017.)  
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after Arthur’s death (Malory 932, 31-32). According to the text, at least three events could be 

identified as the direct cause of Camelot’s downfall: Arthur’s incest, Aggravain’s insistence that 

Arthur acknowledge Lancelot and Guinevere’s affair, or Lancelot and Guinevere’s betrayal of 

Arthur.  

  Here we come full circle to the problem facing readers of Morte. When they arrive at 

“The Morte Arthur,” and encounter destiny, death, and departing, Morte defies expectations and 

presents a chain of events that leaves no single man or woman responsible. As a result, the reader 

is left wondering whether there was any way to avoid disaster, and, if not, whether it was 

necessitated by previous texts, the characters’ destinies, or the characters’ own choices. The 

ending could be something Malory could not avoid, necessitated by previous installments in the 

cycle. Otherwise, perhaps Gawain, Arthur, Guinevere, and Lancelot were doomed by destiny to 

die apart with all that they fought for and built destroyed. Alternatively, maybe they died because 

of their own actions, ultimately responsible for their fates despite the intervention of outside 

influence. Through a haze of tangled consequences and conflicting textual evidence, the 

momentous task of discerning the causes of the final events is reduced to one simple question: 

why does “The Morte Arthur” end in ruin?    

  Unfortunately, the text itself offers contradictory suggestions. If the narrator is correct 

and Aggravain is to blame, that implies that the ending was caused by human folly, as 

Aggravain’s misguided attempt to protect Arthur forced Arthur’s hand. If Merlin is correct, the 

ending was caused by an unavoidable prophecy, as Arthur’s fate was sealed long before “The 

Morte Arthur” or even Lancelot and Guinevere’s affair. Further, Guinevere and Lancelot blame 

their own pride. Although these claims imply that Lancelot and Guinevere’s actions caused the 

Day of Destiny, Merlin warned Arthur that Guinevere and Lancelot would fall in love, 
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suggesting that the affair was unavoidable. In short, the difficulty in choosing causes for 

Camelot’s downfall stems from the implications behind each possibility, which are largely 

incompatible. If Aggravain is truly to blame, that means that Aggravain’s shortsightedness led to 

the Day of Destiny, implicating mistakes made out of free will. If Merlin’s prophecy is correct, 

that means that Lancelot and Guinevere’s affair, Arthur’s death at Mordred’s hand, and 

Camelot’s disintegration were caused by fate. Whatever their own intentions, they had no power 

to change the events in “The Morte Arthur.” 

  In one climactic moment, the text implies death is avoidable or at least not inevitable. On 

the Day of Destiny, Arthur is twice reminded of Merlin’s prophecy and given the opportunity to 

avoid his death. Even if the meeting is fated or inevitable, the warnings from God make Arthur’s 

death seem less like destiny and more like choice. Arthur may be fated to die, but in his final 

moments, he makes the decision to go rushing at Mordred despite knowing exactly what is about 

to happen. Whether this implies that Arthur died of his own free will or as the result of prophecy 

is impossible to say. Previous readings of “The Morte Arthur” tend to select one option or the 

other rather than acknowledging the ambiguity in the text. Nonetheless, textual evidence makes 

it impossible to easily distinguish either fate or free will as the driving force. Rather, it seems 

that some interaction between the two forces caused Arthur’s death and ultimately the downfall 

of Camelot at large.  

  In Morte, the dance between fate and free will plays out over hundreds of pages, linking 

the stories of people spread across space and time with one unifying tension. For this reason, it is 

difficult to blame simply a series of “unhappy accidents” for the tragedy (Benson 239-240). 

Although it is partially true that “blind chance” leads to the final conflict between Mordred and 

Arthur as a result of the adder’s untimely strike, Malory is careful to point out that the knight 
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who drew his sword “thought none other harme” (Malory 922, 16). A knight thinking no harm 

from drawing a weapon in the middle of a tense truce would be more accurately described as 

foolish than unlucky. Therefore, it is still unreasonable to blame only “luck, fate, fortune, [and] 

chance, rather than moral responsibility” (Lambert 162). On the contrary, it seems that some 

combination of human mistakes and the demands of fate led to Camelot’s downfall. Lambert 

also arrives at this conclusion to some degree, musing, “Malorian tragedy is multicentric: we 

understand all the parts, but not the whole” (166). However, Lambert’s analysis acquiesces too 

quickly to Morte’s complexity. By sidestepping moral responsibility and consequences of action, 

Lambert fails to recognize that Morte’s “whole” lies in the gray area between misfortune and 

personal responsibility. 

  The difficulty to reconcile opposing forces of fate and free will in “The Morte Arthur” 

can be contextualized through two different kinds of tragedies identified in literary history. One 

might generally say that classical tragedy and its derivatives often result from “some defect” or 

human failing (Kelly, Ideas and Forms 3), while medieval tragedy results from a fall from 

Fortune (Kelly, Ideas and Forms 221). These two different kinds of tragedies reflect the tension 

in “The Morte Arthur.” The perceived emphasis on Fortune in medieval texts can be traced back 

to Boethius’ Consolation of Philosophy, in which Fortune explains that the topic of tragedies is 

kingdoms that fall unexpectedly due to Fortune (43). The focus on the fall of powerful people 

and kingdoms is indeed common in tragic medieval literature, as a “distinct contributory 

tradition [to tragedy] was that of late medieval verse narratives recounting the fall of great men” 

(The Oxford Companion to English Literature). With those general definitions established, one 

might conclude that interpreting “The Morte Arthur” through the lens of medieval tragedy would 

resolve the established weakness in Benson and Lambert’s readings. If this definition could be 
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relied on, it seems Benson and Lambert are correct to undervalue the importance of individual 

choices in explaining “The Morte Arthur.”  

  In reality, it is difficult to pull a one-size-fits-all definition of tragedy from any medieval 

source. In reflecting on his study of medieval writings on tragedy in Ideas and Forms of Tragedy 

from Aristotle to the Middle Ages, Kelly concludes that there was “no generic sense of ‘the 

tragic’” (Kelly, Chaucerian Tragedy 1). Although it is possible to adopt a retrospective 

definition, studies of medieval texts containing discussions of tragedy reveal a history of scholars 

arriving at different definitions, different understandings of the genre, and different ways of 

categorizing texts (Kelly, Ideas and Forms 218). Similar to scholars of Morte, discrepancies and 

disagreements exist even among those writing about the same texts and ideas. It bears 

mentioning that this is true generally of tragedy as a genre. Literary scholars living in every 

moment of history created their own definitions of tragedy, and even within individual centuries, 

contradictions abound in the designation of certain texts as tragic and others as not (Kelly, Ideas 

and Forms 218). One cannot say simply that a tragic text is one that ends poorly, because not 

even every Greek tragedy has a “sad” ending (Kelly, Ideas and Forms 11). Therefore, attempts 

to generalize tragedy end up creating more exceptions than rules.  

  Although a definition may be difficult to arrive at, there is a rich tradition of narrative 

Middle English tragedies stemming from Chaucer (Kelly, Ideas and Forms 169). Kelly identifies 

Lydgate and Henryson as disciples of Chaucer, or at least his writings, and through them 

delineates the genre “Chaucerian Tragedy” (Kelly, Ideas and Forms 169). All three writers 

identified some of their works as tragic and seemed to engage directly with the genre. Although 

this thesis is not attempting to contextualize Malory in literary history, it bears mentioning that 

other writers have suggested a link between Chaucer and Malory. Kennedy claims that Malory is 
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the link between the tragedies of Chaucer and Shakespeare, making Malory an estuary between 

Middle English literature and English Renaissance literature. She justifies this link by pointing 

out that it is difficult to understand Morte in context of other medieval literature, as “it is 

something of an anachronism” (Kennedy 368). Whether or not Kennedy is correct in her 

assessment of literary history or Morte in general, her claim opens up an interesting avenue for 

analysis: if there is Chaucerian tragedy, is there also Malorian tragedy? If there is Malorian 

tragedy, how does it work and what are the effects? 

  Since it is difficult to find an established framework for analyzing the tragedy in Morte, 

the framework for Malorian tragedy must be built from within the text itself. The purpose of this 

analysis is then to understand the relationship between individual choices and the forces of fate 

and Fortune by identifying the aspects of Malorian tragedy. Henceforth, the word tragedy will 

refer specifically to Malorian tragedy rather than any generalized definition. For the purposes of 

this analysis, the historical and literary questions surrounding tragedy will be set aside in order to 

approach the text from a different angle. Rather than asking what tragedies Malory drew 

inspiration from or where Morte might be placed in the genre at large, this thesis will seek to 

untangle the complicated web of cause and effect to identify the purpose of Malorian tragedy. 

This reading necessarily will focus only on “The Morte Arthur,” as any attempt to assign Morte 

an overall genre is complicated by its nature. Individual sections of the text differ in content, 

style, and approach and seem to move between the genres “epic, chronicle, romance,” and 

tragedy (Kennedy 368). 

  If the philosophical question still left unanswered by readings of “The Morte Arthure” 

can be understood as a struggle between two types of tragedy, it follows then that the key 

question at stake in any reading of “The Morte Arthur” is the nature of the tragedy. For Morte, 
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the question of the cause of the tragedy is more than philosophical. The overall effect of Morte is 

entirely different if the characters’ destinies led them to their deaths as opposed to the 

consequences of their actions. On the one hand, a tale focused on unavoidable fate paints a bleak 

picture of the nature of human life; ultimately, no one is able to avoid the predestined ending to 

their story. On the other hand, fate would excuse some of the more regrettable choices such as 

Arthur’s final charge into battle against Mordred. If Malory’s tale ends with a focus on fate, 

Arthur might be relatively excused from the consequences of his final charge. Leaving his 

kingdom without a leader was not his choice, he was simply unable to resist the pull of fate. In 

this way, Arthur’s death might be seen as inevitable. Even if one challenges the veracity of 

Merlin’s prophecy, Gawain appears in Arthur’s dreams with a warning from God himself and 

tells Arthur “doute ye nat ye shall be slayne” (Malory 921, 7). This seems to imply that Arthur 

could not avoid his death, as Gawain verifies Merlin’s prophecy with the guarantee of an 

omniscient God.  

  Arthur’s death is one of four major deaths in “The Morte Arthure.” Each of these deaths 

is a pivotal moment, in which final speeches and actions reveal deeper hints at the true cause of 

the events in “The Morte Arthur.” As death is the most irreversible state of being, it is 

unsurprising that approaching fatality forces characters to examine their own lives and consider 

what brought them to their final moments. What is somewhat surprising is that there is an 

identifiable pattern between the deaths. The framework for analyzing Malorian tragedy will be 

constructed through analysis of the deaths of Gawain, Arthur, Guinevere, and Lancelot. Analysis 

will focus on establishing the causes of major deaths, tracing themes and patterns throughout all 

four deaths, and, finally, presenting a unified reading of “The Morte Arthur” through an 

understanding of Malorian tragedy. Due to Malory’s unique approach toward the final events in 
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Camelot’s history, a reading of “The Morte Arthur” that accounts for Morte’s multifaceted 

tragedy will unlock the themes of Morte at large. In the textual analysis that follows, several 

connections tie the major deaths together, ultimately providing a pattern for the path of Morte’s 

tragic characters. The aspects of the pattern are as follows: 

1. Only protagonists are given tragic arcs. Antagonists like Aggravain and Mordred are 

never redeemed. 

2. The circumstances surrounding deaths of major characters are at least partially the result 

of human actions even in events involving prophecy, primarily caused by pride and 

shortsightedness. Emphasis is placed on the motivations and actions of the individual. 

3. Although the tragic character creates the circumstances around his death, the tragic 

character is unaware of the consequences of his actions. This blindness lasts until near the 

time of his death. 

4. Before his death, the tragic character is tormented by his actions. He is forced to live 

through events that are uniquely damaging based on his personal relationships and 

values, such as the deaths of family members or the breaking of fellowship. 

5. Around the time of their death, the tragic character becomes aware of the role he played 

in creating both his own death and the overall tragedy: the fall of Camelot.  

6. Becoming aware, the character confesses his failings publicly. In order to be truly 

repentant, he must admit that his error to both himself and his community.  

7. In the moments of his death, the character is redeemed through his performance of 

repentant deeds, such as Gawain writing a letter to Lancelot. He rights the wrongs that 

led to the tragic ending of Morte and is portrayed as “trew” after his death.  

8. After the death of the tragic character, surviving characters honor his memory through 
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public grief and elegiac actions.  

9. Enabled through his public confession, repentance, and acceptance of guilt and confirmed 

by the grief of surviving characters, the good acts he inspires, and textual evidence that 

supports his ascension to heaven, the tragic characters is ultimately presented as good and 

worshipful.    
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Consequential Endings: A Reading of the Four Major Deaths in “The Morte Arthur” 

  Since Geoffrey of Monmouth’s The History of the Kings of Britain, most stories 

concerning King Arthur have traced the rise and fall of his kingdom and ended with his tragic 

death. Whether the focus is on Arthur or his knights, readers can expect to see the great king 

“brought low by treachery in the end” (Archibald and Putter 1). At the close of his story, 

Arthur’s kingdom is dissolved into civil war and disarray in his absence. For that reason, it is 

unsurprising that Morte ends with Arthur’s death. As early as Arthur’s first days as king, Merlin 

warns him that he will eventually die at Mordred’s hands. When Mordred reappears despite 

Arthur’s misguided efforts to kill him, the implication is that Arthur’s death is nigh. Surprisingly, 

at this point Arthur’s death is still far in the distance, Merlin’s prophecy occurs in the early days 

of Camelot, before Lancelot’s adventures, the Tristram interlude, and the Grail Quest. Even if 

Malory never intended to name his book Le Morte Darthur, the text has been circumventing the 

titular for hundreds of pages by the time Arthur falls on Mordred’s sword. Therefore, Arthur’s 

death should not come as a surprise. 

  For all the inevitability of ruin, the destruction of Arthur’s kingdom is distressing or even 

“bewildering” (Lambert 124). A thousand pages of adventure, conquest, damsels, magic swords, 

and mysterious hermits allow the reader time to grow comfortable with the security of peace. 

Even when beloved protagonists face up against villains like King Mark or Mellyagaunt, the 

outcome is guaranteed. The villains will be defeated, whatever injuries the protagonists suffer 

will heal, and they will ride off to tilt at more false knights. Yet, in the final pages of Morte, the 

protagonists are not facing villains with widely reported crimes. They are facing each other. In 

the tense scene where Lancelot rides to save Guinevere from the fire, he slays “many a noble 

knyght,” (Malory 884, 33) including the noble Sir Gareth (884-885). Gareth is repeatedly 
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described as innocent and blameless, even refusing to wear his sword to Guinevere’s execution 

(Lambert 209). Without his sword, Gareth could not defend himself against Lancelot’s blind 

rage. Gareth dies at the hand of a man who he loved more than “all hys brethirn and the kynge 

bothe” (Malory 887, 29-30).  

  As much as one might want to celebrate Lancelot’s daring rescue of Guinevere, 

Lancelot’s intervention led to the death of one of his treasured friends. Lancelot’s seemingly 

heroic act is diminished by its unforeseen consequences. In the days that follow, Gareth’s 

regrettable death sets the stage for the first of several civil wars. Soon after, Lancelot returns to 

Joyous Guard and gathers support from lords and knights. In a series of events that seems almost 

unimaginable, Arthur and Lancelot divide the armies of Britain, anticipating a violent 

confrontation. Malory captured the dilemma of the reader watching events unfold with the line, 

“whan they harde that Kynge Arthure and Sir Lancelot were at debate, many knyghtes were glad 

and many were sory of theire debate” (Malory 885, 23-25). This moment may have been 

predictable, but now that war is close, it is impossible not to dread the confrontation between 

Arthur and Lancelot. Malory presents every pivotal scene in “The Morte Arthur” with this same 

focus on the unsettling violence between men who fought together for the entirety of Morte.  

  The shadows of the tragic arc are cast on this backdrop. In what Malory dubbed “The 

Moste Pyteuous Tale of the Morte Arthure saunz Gwerdon,” the final section of Morte is the 

story of four consequential deaths: Gawain, Arthur, Lancelot, and Guinevere. These deaths are 

ostensibly part of the larger tragedy of Britain’s fall from peaceful prosperity, yet Malory wastes 

little space on considering the political future of Arthur’s kingdom. For Malory, the deaths of 

each tragic character build on one another toward some other end. In order to understand that 

end, it is necessary to analyze the final moments of each character in detail and consider the 
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themes present in “The Morte Arthur.” In my reading, I will explore the deaths of major 

characters in an attempt to uncover the aspects of Malorian tragedy, understand the possible 

purposes behind those choices, and uncover the effect on the overall meaning of “The Morte 

Arthur.” For each character, the focus will necessarily differ depending on the dimensions of 

their personal development. In Gawain’s death, the focus is on actions and consequences, 

providing the foundation for each character’s awakening before death. In Arthur’s death, the 

focus is on the tension between prophecy and choice, adding dimension to the role of outside 

forces on “The Morte Arthur.” In Lancelot and Guinevere’s death, the focus is on personal 

transformation and redemption, revealing the greater purpose behind Malorian tragedy.  

The Death of Gawain: Actions and Consequences  

  An analysis of Gawain’s arc in “The Morte Arthur” must untangle seemingly 

incomprehensible changes in attitude and behavior. There are three essential parts of Gawain’s 

characterization. The first is his presentation as honorable and “extraordinarily noble” (Lambert 

214). The second is his wrath toward Lancelot after the death of Gareth. The final is his return to 

clarity and wisdom in the moments directly preceding his death. Each of these periods in 

Gawain’s life will be examined in detail throughout this section. For now, it is important to note 

Gawain’s initial characterization is as a judicious, diplomatic, steadying advisor to characters 

consumed by negative emotions. Gawain’s subsequent transformation into a man focused only 

on vengeance is remarkably dramatic, but even more shocking is his transformation back into the 

same man who once urged Arthur to forgive Lancelot for his indiscretions with Guinevere. His 

change of heart toward Lancelot in his final moments is nothing short of stunning. At first 

glance, Gawain’s reversal appears to reveal a weakness in “The Morte Arthur.” However, by 

comparing Gawain’s final speech with his earlier speeches to Aggravain and Arthur, continuity 
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becomes clear. The connecting thread in Gawain’s arc is actions and consequences. Gawain’s 

focus on causality provides context for the events in “The Morte Arthur.” In this way, Gawain 

can serve as a model for understanding the deaths of Arthur, Lancelot, and Guinevere, as his 

death is the first of the major deaths in “The Morte Arthur.”  

  Gawain’s war with Lancelot is arguably one of the major circumstances that allow 

Mordred to claim power. Still, Gawain recognizes his own fault and uses the last moments of his 

life to try to fix the disaster he created. In Gawain’s final speech, he calls himself “the causer of 

myne owne dethe” (Malory 918, 7-8). Before analyzing his speech, this line must be 

contextualized in terms of Gawain’s earlier usage. Earlier, he mentions Aggravain causing his 

own death when arguing with Arthur over how to punish Lancelot and Guinevere. When Gawain 

cannot bear the thought of Lancelot’s death, Arthur reminds Gawain that he has just as much 

reason to want Lancelot killed. Gawain is unmoved by Arthur’s attempt to rouse his 

characteristic fury, insisting, “they are the causers of their owne dethe, for oftentimes I warned 

my brothir Sir Aggravayne and I told him of the perellis” (883, 27-29). Gawain recognizes 

Lancelot’s role in his family members’ deaths but blames the knights themselves. According to 

Gawain, this frees him of any need to avenge their deaths because they refused to listen to his 

council (883, 23-26). Gawain’s believes assigning guilt is more complex than simply identifying 

the person who dealt the fatal wound. In his eyes, the cause of death is much less immediate than 

blood loss.  

  Notably, Gawain’s reaction is far different when he is informed of Gareth and Gaherys’ 

deaths. In Gareth and Gaherys’ cases, the knights were unarmed, helpless, and unaggressive 

when Lancelot killed them. While the differences between the deaths are many, Lancelot is 

responsible for killing each of Gawain’s brothers. With this in mind, it is difficult to understand 
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why Gawain blames Lancelot for Gareth’s death when he excuses Lancelot for Aggravain’s 

death. Returning to Gawain’s initial warning to Aggravain, he councils Aggravain that Lancelot 

deserves respect for the many services he does for Arthur and Guinevere. Gawain goes as far as 

to say that “the beste of us all had bene full colde at the harte-roote had not Sir Launcelot bene 

bettir than we” (Malory 871, 15-16). Gawain is not speaking metaphorically; rather, he 

references Lancelot’s multiple rescues of Gawain and kin from near certain death. Gawain says 

that he will never betray Lancelot because “suche noble dedis and kyndnes shulde be 

remembirde” (871, 23-24). In deciding to attack Lancelot, Aggravain explicitly rejects Gawain’s 

insistence that Lancelot’s kindness should be returned with loyalty. When he instigates a fight 

with Lancelot, he is creating conflict with the same man who saved him from death. Further, he 

breaks the oaths taken by the Knights of the Round Table, namely “never to do outerage nothir 

mourthir” (97, 28-29) and to “take no batayles in a wrongefull quarell” (97, 34). 

  If Aggravain’s faults are ungratefulness and wrongful quarrel, Gawain’s reaction to the 

deaths of Gareth and Gaherys is more understandable. For Gawain, Aggravain’s actions scorned 

Lancelot and broke the oaths he took as a Knight of the Round Table. In the cases of Gareth and 

Gaherys, the brothers were only at Guinevere’s execution because Arthur forced them to attend. 

They chose not to wear their swords in order to oppose the execution even in their dutiful 

service. In this act, they refused to take part in the quarrel between Arthur and Lancelot. As 

opposed to Aggravain, they gave Lancelot the respect he deserves even after he disgraced 

himself. It comes as no surprise that Aggravain made mistakes Gareth did not. Generally, 

characters hold Gareth in high regard, and one might call Gareth “Gawain’s good brother” 

(Lambert 209). As a result, Lancelot’s unwitting slaying of the brothers is inexcusable within 

Gawain’s definition of causality. Neither brother invited death by ignoring their oaths or creating 
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quarrels, instead striving to act justly in service to their king despite disagreeing with their 

orders. Even if Lancelot did not intend to kill them, he bears sole responsibility for their deaths 

because they cannot be accused of ill intent. Therefore, Lancelot killing Gareth is an act of 

“radical betrayal” (Lamber 212). His betrayal creates the rage that Gawain sustains until his 

death.  

  For Gawain, good actions like Lancelot’s rescue of himself and his brothers deserve to be 

rewarded with worship and respect, whereas bad actions deserve negative consequences, even 

death. Gawain does not suggest that these consequences are divine or fated. In fact, it seems that 

he is presenting a rather nuanced understanding of the relationship between actions and 

consequences. This understanding allows Gawain to recognize that situations are more 

complicated than they seem on the surface. Even if Lancelot murdered Aggravain, no one forced 

Aggravain to go after Lancelot; in fact, he had wise counsel warning him he was making a 

mistake. Therefore, Lancelot bears none of the blame. On the other hand, Lancelot’s killing of 

Gareth and Gaherys was unprompted and undeserved, leaving the blame resting squarely with 

Lancelot. With this in mind, Gawain’s perspective on causality goes far beyond assigning blame 

for death. He accepts that actions have consequences.  

  Gawain’s worldview leads him to a different conclusion than Arthur after the initial 

confrontation between Lancelot and Aggravain. When Arthur hears Mordred’s story, he is 

certain that the fellowship of the Round Table has been broken forever. For Arthur, conflict with 

Lancelot is inevitable and therefore leaves Arthur with no choice but to execute his queen and 

watch the Round Table disintegrate. Arthur’s conclusion is logical. After all, any war with 

Lancelot will lead to the knights and lords of Britain choosing sides between their king and his 

best knight. In fact, Arthur’s prediction comes true once Lancelot rescues Guinevere from her 
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execution. Since Mordred and Aggravayne forced Guinevere and Lancelot’s affair into the 

public sphere, Arthur feels he has to execute Guinevere in order to protect his own honor. 

Surprisingly, Gawain does not take his uncle and king’s side, rather cautioning Arthur “nat to be 

over hasty” (Malory 882, 23). Once again, Gawain is looking deeper than the surface and 

attempting to understand the motivations beneath the crime. Gawain gives Arthur many reasons 

not to kill Guinevere, including that Lancelot could defeat any knight who stood against him. 

However, Gawain’s main point is that there is no proof that Guinevere and Lancelot were 

together “for ... evyll” (Malory 882, 28). He sees a clear divide between good and evil actions 

and doubts that Guinevere would ever ask Lancelot to do something without good intentions. 

After all, throughout their relationship, Guinevere has sent Lancelot only “for goodness,” such as 

sending him on quests or inspiring him to perform worshipful deeds (882, 31). In effect, Gawain 

does not see “the love of Lancelot and Guinevere [as] an injury to the king” (Lambert 198). This 

emphasis on goodness allows Gawain to argue that Arthur is not justified in killing Guinevere. 

Guinevere had nothing but good intentions her entire life, so if she made a mistake, it was good 

intentions that simply “peradventure turnyth to the warste” (Malory 883, 2). From Gawain’s 

perspective, Guinevere and Lancelot should be judged based on their prior actions rather than 

speculation and gossip.  

  Returning to Gawain’s death scene, this understanding of actions and consequences 

reveals the meaning of Gawain’s final speech, the first of three death speeches. When Arthur 

finds Gawain near death on the battlefield, Gawain says:  

A, myn uncle… now I woll that ye wyte that my dethe-dayes be com. And all I may myte 

myne owne hastynes and my wylfulnesse, for thorow my wylfulnes I was the causer of 

myne owne dethe. For I was thys day hurte and smytte upon myne olde wounde that Sir 
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Launcelot gaff me, and I fele myself that I muste nedis be dede by the owre of noone. 

And thorowe me and my pryde ye have all thys shame and disease, for had that noble 

knyght Sir Launcelot ben with you, as he was and wolde have ben, thys unhappy warre 

had never ben begunne. (Malory 918, 5-19). 

In his final moments, Gawain returns to his previous condemnation of Aggravain and calls 

himself the causer of his own death, blaming his quarrel with Lancelot for his fatal wounds. Still, 

Gawain takes this apportionment of blame a step further, blaming himself not just for the conflict 

with Lancelot but also for the war with Mordred. Gawain claims responsibility for three things: 

his own death, the war Arthur is embroiled in, and separating Lancelot and Arthur. Specifically, 

Gawain identifies his hastiness, willfulness, and pride as the main causes of his mistakes.  

  It is then necessary to consider whether Gawain is truly responsible for each of the 

disasters he claims as his own. Gawain is probably correct in blaming himself for his fatal 

wounds. After all, Lancelot went to great lengths to avoid fighting Gawain throughout the Siege 

of Benwick, yet Gawain antagonized Lancelot until he could no longer refuse the fight. Even 

when Lancelot accepts Gawain’s challenge and deals a near-mortal blow, he steps away and 

refuses to harm an injured knight. Gawain demands that Lancelot “perfourme thys batayle to the 

utteraunce” (Malory 914, 19-20). Gawain is so consumed by rage that he must either die fighting 

Lancelot or finally succeed in killing him. Still, Lancelot refuses, explaining that he would never 

fight “a wounded man that may nat stonde” (914, 23-24). Additionally, his stubborn adherence to 

a suicide quest is clear evidence of Gawain’s hastiness and willfulness. In light of Gawain’s 

previous assessment of blame for murder, his claim that he is the cause of his own death matches 

his understanding of actions and consequences. Here, Gawain makes the same mistakes as 

Aggravain, acting out of spite and anger rather than recognizing his defeat. Even when Lancelot 
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acts honorably, Gawain blindly calls him a traitor and is too dogmatic to accept anything other 

than the extreme outcome. For him, the conflict cannot end until both of them are dead. 

Gawain’s repeated decision to continue the blood feud undercuts any reading that suggests 

“unhap” or misfortune caused Gawain’s death (Lambert 216).  

  Concerning the separation of Arthur and Lancelot, Gawain, Arthur, and Lancelot all 

return to the separation of the king and his loyal protector in their final moments. It is mentioned 

continually in the final movement of “The Morte Arthur” that the war will have a good end if 

Lancelot arrives in time to fight. In terms of Gawain’s responsibility for the separation, Gawain 

certainly corners Arthur into a foreign war against Lancelot. As explored in the section 

concerning Arthur’s death, Gawain’s blood feud forces Arthur to choose between his familial 

ties to Gawain and the gratitude he owes Lancelot. Arthur continually defers to Gawain’s feud 

throughout the Siege of Benwick. Despite having no apparent bad feelings toward Lancelot, 

Arthur leaves Britain to burn Lancelot’s lands “thorow the vengeaunce of Sir Gawayne” for his 

brothers (Malory 906, 12-13). Then, Arthur accepts Gawain’s argument against Lancelot’s offer 

of peace despite being so unconvinced by it that he cannot even tell the messenger himself (908, 

8-10). Finally, when Gawain and Lancelot’s one-on-one combat stretches out for nearly a year, 

Arthur laments the conflict at large, saying, “alas… that ever thys unhappy warre began” (912, 

13-14). The only reason Arthur returns to Britain before Gawain’s feud is finished is receiving 

word that Mordred has seized power. Clearly, Gawain was both the genesis of the conflict, the 

main aggressor, and the reason it stretched out so long. While he is not the only one to blame, he 

does deserve credit for keeping Lancelot and Arthur apart.  

  As for Gawain’s claim that his pride caused the war with Mordred, here he recognizes 

that his year-long quest to kill Lancelot allowed Mordred time to deploy his scheme. Although 
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Malory summarizes Mordred’s manipulation in less than two pages, Mordred’s plan required a 

great deal of time to complete. Not only did he persuade the people of Britain that Arthur was 

dead, he convened a Parliament to crown him, began preparations to marry Guinevere, allowed 

sufficient time for Guinevere to escape, and sieged the Tower of London to retrieve his bride. 

This time also allowed Mordred to convince the people of Britain that he was a better ruler than 

Arthur ever was, creating the conditions for a civil war on Arthur’s return. Gawain might claim 

more responsibility than falls to him, but his recognition is significant. After being blind to the 

consequences of his actions throughout the two wars with Lancelot, Gawain finally realizes that 

he acted unjustly. Gawain’s sudden understanding is more than just the “nobility” of carrying the 

weight of his responsibility (Lambert 217). Gawain is finally able to let go of the anger that 

seemed all consuming. With such anger, Gawain could never forgive Lancelot and repent.  

  In fact, Gawain has a change of heart regarding Lancelot in his final moments. Although 

he never explicitly explains what caused this development, it is clear that he holds Lancelot in 

high regard during his final moments. Far from condemning Lancelot as a traitor, Gawain spends 

half of his death speech venerating Lancelot and emphasizing his importance. Most of all, he 

holds Lancelot as the key to Arthur winning the battle, going as far as to say that if Lancelot had 

been with Arthur the war never would have started, explaining, “for he, thorow hys noble 

knyghthode and hys noble bloode, hylde all youre cankyrde enemyes in sujeccion and daungere” 

(Malory 918, 13-15). Considering Gawain was preparing to continue on his quest to kill Lancelot 

just before Arthur’s armies crossed the English Channel to face Mordred, this is an almost 

unbelievable reversal of opinion. Not only does Gawain abandon his feud, he openly 

acknowledges Lancelot as an honorable and just figure, recognizing that he would do everything 

he could to protect his king.  
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  Here, Gawain comes full circle. After months of overwhelming enmity and a blood feud 

that could only end in death, Gawain is awakened. He sees what he missed in his hastiness, 

willfulness, and pride, and is able to recognize his own responsibility in the tragedy of “The 

Morte Arthur.” Still, he does not stop at simply publicly acknowledging his failures. He spends 

his last moments trying to mend the rift between Arthur and Lancelot. With the last of his 

energy, Gawain writes to Lancelot and declares to “all the worlde” that “I… sought my dethe, 

and nat thorow thy desrvynge but myne owne sekynge” (Malory 918, 29-31). Once again, 

Gawain applies his understanding of actions and consequences to death. He knows that he was 

the cause of his death rather than the person who gave him his mortal wound. Further, his 

confession is public and paired with the only act of repentance that could mend his mistakes. 

After separating Arthur and Lancelot, Gawain must be the person to bring them back together, so 

he writes to ask Lancelot to return to Britain and save his king.  

  In death, Gawain gives a public confession, accepts responsibility for the consequences 

of his actions, acknowledges the pride that led to those actions, and performs an act of 

repentance. This ultimately establishes Gawain as a tragic figure. Without his final confession, 

Gawain would die a victim of his pride, holding on to an unjust feud. However, in his final 

moments, Gawain is “rehabilitated in death” by recognizing his role in the tragedy (Benson 241). 

As the first major character to die in “The Morte Arthur,” Gawain establishes the pattern that 

Guinevere and Lancelot will follow. Further, his understanding of actions and consequences 

provides the framework for understanding each of the other deaths. Gawain provides the logical 

justification for assigning blame, guilt, and responsibility for the destruction of Britain. As for 

the final step in the arc of the tragic figure, the affect of Gawain’s death will be explored in the 

conclusion. 
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The Death of King Arthur: Prophecy and Choice 

  Although the title Le Morte Darthur betrays Arthur’s eventual death, and previous 

installments in the cycle going back to Geoffrey of Monmouth necessitate a ruinous end for 

Camelot, Malory’s version suggests that the destruction was avoidable. Unlike in some texts, 

Arthur is not conquering abroad when Mordred seizes power. In those texts, Mordred’s betrayal 

takes place during Arthur’s campaign against the Romans (Lynch 172-173). As a result, the 

destruction of Arthur’s kingdom could be attributed to his own bellicosity. In fact, in the ninth 

century Historica Brittonum Arthur is “described as dux bellorum or leader of battles” 

(Archibald and Putter 11). Geoffrey of Monmouth continues this metaphor in his History of the 

Kings of Britain, relating Arthur’s European conquests from Iceland in the north to Italy in the 

south. Arthur might be described negatively as “imperialist invader” (Archibald and Putter 12) or 

more positively as “international conqueror” (Lynch 171). Either way, the emphasis on his 

expansionist hubris is well earned. Arthur’s foreign wars “lay the king open to critique,” as his 

long foreign wars clearly allowed Mordred the chance to claim the throne and gather support 

(Lynch 172). The popular critical distinction between “two Arthurs” arises from the differences 

in earlier Arthurian chronicles and high medieval Romance (Hutton 28). In contrast to the 

warrior chieftain of earlier chronicles, Morte’s Arthur completes his war with the Romans early 

in his kingship. Further, Arthur never loses his empire “because there is no further reference to 

him possessing it” (Lynch 175).  

  While aggression causes Arthur’s downfall in earlier texts, in Morte it is Arthur’s 

submission that allows for Mordred’s treachery. Rather than a foreign conquest, Arthur leaves 

Britain during a civil war between his nephew Sir Gawain and his beloved Sir Lancelot. He is 

abroad because of their conflict, not his own imperialistic hubris. Malory goes to great lengths to 
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clear Arthur of the blame for the civil war, showing his doubt and regret in key moments. During 

their invasion of Lancelot’s lands, Arthur seems totally victim to Gawain’s whims. Almost 

inexplicably, Arthur continues to stand by Gawain despite his vocal discomfort toward 

continuing the conflict, apparently because of their familial relationship (Harrington 66). 

Significantly, Arthur’s submission to Gawain’s quest leads directly to the fall of his kingdom, as 

it is his foreign war that puts Mordred in the position to seize power (Harrington 69). With 

Arthur gone, Mordred takes advantage of the power vacuum to assume control. 

  After Gawain’s death, Arthur is left without his closest advisor in addition to his most 

reliable protector, Lancelot. In his final battle, Arthur’s kingdom is in ruins, torn apart by three 

separate civil wars that divided the noble Knights of the Round Table. In his final moments, 

Arthur realizes that the fellowship he built with his beloved knights has been destroyed. Upon 

surveying the battlefield and learning that his soldiers are dead, Arthur is distraught, saying, 

“where ar all my noble knyghtes become?” (Malory 923, 4-5). This is not the first time Arthur is 

emotional when confronted with the deaths of his men. On other occasions, Arthur cries when 

thinking about his knights dying and considering the disintegration of the Round Table. After 

more than a year of conflict, Arthur has seen dead bodies strewn across the battlefield too many 

times. With this in mind, Arthur’s line might suggest grief and sadness, but Malory’s description 

of Arthur as “wroth oute of mesure” contextualizes his state of mind (922, 33). Rather than 

mourning, Arthur is seething. In his rage, he turns away from passive grief to active vengeance. 

Here, we see the timid and dismayed Arthur of the Siege of Benwick replaced with the 

formidable warrior-king of earlier battles.  

  When looking at the corpses of his men, Arthur sees his own death, believing that he has 

come to his end (Malory 923, 6). Enraged and convinced that his death is impending, Arthur 
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decides to drag Mordred to the grave with him (923, 7-8). Arthur’s desire to kill Mordred fits 

with Morte’s attitude toward revenge. Similar to Gawain, Arthur is determined to kill the man 

responsible for the deaths of people he loves. Still, it is important to recognize that Arthur only 

decides to go after Mordred after accepting that there is no hope for survival. In reconsidering 

Arthur’s motivation to fight Mordred, his reason becomes more complicated than revenge. 

Arthur believes that he is living his death day, declaring “I am com to myne ende” (923, 6). 

Arthur’s assurance that he is about to die probably comes from the dream he had of Gawain, 

where Gawain warns him, “ye fyght as tomorne with Sir Mordred… doute ye nat ye shall be 

slayne” (921, 7-9). For Arthur, Gawain’s warning seals his fate. The truce has broken, and 

Arthur sees no way to escape death. Arthur knows that his death will come from Mordred, so 

thinking he is about to die, Arthur seeks to create the circumstances he believes are fated.  

  However, Gawain gives Arthur a clear out; his death is only inevitable if he “fyght as to-

morne with Sir Mordred” (Malory 921, 7). If Arthur retreats, Lancelot will arrive and destroy 

Mordred and his men. Gawain offers Arthur an escape from death that only requires Arthur to 

avoid fighting with Mordred. In terms of accuracy, there is no way to verify Gawain’s claim 

without venturing into speculation. However, two major details suggest that Gawain is correct. 

First, Lucan tells Arthur, “ye have won the fylde” (923, 20-21). At this point, an entire day of 

battle has passed with allegedly “an hondred thousande” men dead (922, 32). Although Malory 

does not specify the exact number of men in each army, it is reasonable to assume that both 

armies have been devastated by losses. In fact, Lucan says, “with Sir Mordred ys nat one on 

lyve” (923 20-21), suggesting that Mordred has no other men within Lucan’s sight. With this in 

mind, Arthur’s refusal to flee is even more illogical. Without an army to pursue him, Arthur 

could easily take refuge in a castle with the remainder of his men and wait for Lancelot’s return. 
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Even if Mordred does have an army left to besiege a castle, Arthur only has to wait one month 

for Lancelot to arrive with his armies (921, 15). With multiple examples of sieges lasting 

months, including the Siege of Benwick just pages earlier, retreating to wait for would draw 

from previous strategies of warfare in Morte. The affect of Arthur returning from his previous 

ambivalence to righteous anger is that he has no desire to turn away from a fight. In fact, he is 

willing to ignore good council in order to have his revenge.   

  Secondly, when Arthur decides to fight Mordred, Mordred does not pose an active threat. 

Mordred is either unaware of Arthur and his men or uninterested in their presence, instead 

“leanyn uppon hys swerde amonge a grete hepe of dede men” (Malory 923, 10-11). The 

description of Mordred leaning upon his sword is quite striking. Knights do a great deal with 

their swords in Morte; they smote, they hold, they broach, they reach, they pull, they lift, they 

draw, they slay, they brace, they chase, they cleave, they swing, they shake, they wrest, they 

dash, they behold, they take. In all the hundreds of mentions of swords being drawn and swung, 

knights rarely use them for any task unrelated to fighting or preparing to fight. In contrast, 

Mordred leaning on his sword is relatively unthreatening. Although he has naked steel drawn, 

which is always an implied threat, he is not actively seeking to harm anyone. In fact, the act of 

leaning suggests fatigue and possibly even pain. It would be unsurprising for Mordred to be 

tired, as the fight is said to have gone on all day (922, 29). Malory does not shy from showing 

the real human state of exhaustion as the result of physical exertion. As the exemplar of physical 

prowess, Malory frequently presents Lancelot as exhausted. He often has to tie up his horse and 

lie in the woods, in strange pavilions, or near churches to take impromptu naps. Mordred being 

in a state of exhaustion is hardly bewildering, even if striking. Once again, this suggests that 

Arthur could turn and flee. Mordred is not looking for Arthur or seeking him out for one-on-one 
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combat. It is only when Mordred sees Arthur that he brandishes his sword to fight (923, 31). 

Before Arthur’s instigation, Mordred’s sword is no threat to Arthur. Mordred himself seems to 

be out of energy and unable to continue seeking out fights. 

  The inevitability of Arthur’s death is undercut by the details included in the exposition 

directly preceding his decision. Deliberately, three separate details suggest the battle is over, 

providing plenty of evidence that Arthur’s final rush is unnecessary. If he listened to Gawain’s 

warning, he may have been able to leave the battle with the last of his men and survive. It is 

reasonable to speculate that Arthur would have survived death if he took heed of the warnings. 

Lancelot arriving would significantly reduce the chances of Arthur dying in battle. Even during 

their armed conflict, Lancelot’s loyalty to Arthur “never wavers” (Benson 243). In fact, Lancelot 

somewhat incomprehensibly stops Bors from killing Arthur when they are on opposite sides of 

the battlefield. Bors wants to kill Arthur to put an end to the war and turns to Lancelot for 

permission (Malory 894, 12-15). Far from agreeing, Lancelot threatens Bors with death, saying 

that he will never see Arthur “nother slayne nor shamed” (894, 19). Clearly, Lancelot recognizes 

their quarrel, even taking a moment to chastise Arthur for rewarding his lifelong loyalty with 

mistrust (894, 25-26). Nonetheless, Lancelot continues protecting Arthur’s life and worship. Not 

only does Lancelot stop Bors from killing Arthur, he dismounts and helps Arthur onto his horse, 

physically returning his king to a position of honor (894, 20-21). This gesture is so courteous it 

moves Arthur to tears. If he was at Arthur’s side during the battle with Mordred, Lancelot would 

have done everything to keep Arthur from dying. Unlike Bedivere, he would not simply watch 

his king charge into single combat against a man known to be dishonorable and malicious.   

  Although the evidence supports Gawain’s warning and suggests that Arthur could have 

escaped unscathed, Lucan fails to convince Arthur to turn away from Mordred when using a 
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similar argument. Moments before his death, Sir Lucan begs Arthur to remember Gawain’s 

words, pleading, “if ye leve of now, thys wycked day of destiny ys paste” (923, 22-23). Arthur 

has one final chance to heed God’s warning and leave the battlefield, but Lucan does not sway 

his king. Arthur does not argue with Lucan’s assessment of the situation; in fact, he does not 

respond directly. Instead, Arthur says, “bettir avayle shall I never have hym” (923, 24-26). 

Clearly, Arthur wants to hold Mordred responsible for the deaths of his knights. This was part of 

the original impetus for Arthur’s desire to fight Mordred, but the more important factor in 

Arthur’s motivation was his certainty that he had reached his death day. Rather than keep him 

from battle, Gawain’s warning drives Arthur to seal what he sees as his fate.  

  However, nothing about the moments directly preceding Arthur’s death suggest that it 

was fated. Arthur escaped battle unharmed with two knights left to escort him to safety, where he 

would only have to wait a month for reinforcements and a fresh army. Mordred poses no 

immediate threat before Arthur’s charge, either too exhausted to instigate a fight or unaware of 

his presence. Textually, the evidence suggests that Arthur’s death is not caused by prophecy or 

destiny, but his own actions. His call to Mordred, “traytoure, now ys thy deathe-day com” 

(Malory 923, 29-30) causes his own death-day. Nonetheless, Arthur is so convinced that his fate 

is unavoidable that logic and reason cannot keep him from completing a prophecy that could 

have gone unfulfilled had he acted more cautiously. 

  Unlike the three tragic figures, Arthur does not give a final speech where he recognizes 

the link between his own actions and his demise. Instead, Arthur turns briefly toward analysis 

when he hears Lucan’s description of robbers looting the corpses of his knight. Rejecting 

Lucan’s suggestion to take shelter, Arthur admits the severity of his wounds, saying, “now have I 

my dethe, whereof Sir Gawayne me warned in my dreame” (Malory 824, 28-29). Just moments 
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earlier, Arthur ignored Lucan’s reminder about Gawain’s warning, but he now seems to 

recognize the fulfillment of the prophecy, even if he does not realize it is a result of his actions. 

Puzzlingly, Arthur thinks of Lancelot in this moment and suggests that he would not have died if 

Lancelot were present. Although he recognizes that his war with Lancelot led to their separation, 

Arthur forgets Gawain’s assurance Lancelot would return to Britain to rescue him. Arthur does 

not truly understand the meaning of Gawain’s warning, so he accepts too readily that his fate was 

unavoidable, despite the details Malory carefully surrounds him with. Nothing can convince 

Arthur that he has a choice in his final moments. He is driven by his belief in unavoidable fate to 

cause his own death, which ultimately appears to result from his own actions rather than any 

external forces. 

  There is a notable difference between Arthur’s death and the deaths of the other three 

major characters. As one critic points out, “Gawain, Lancelot, and Guinevere (never Arthur) 

have guilt feelings” during “The Morte Arthur” (Wilson 185). One of the key aspects of the 

tragic arc is an awakening where the character realizes their failings, which Arthur never goes 

through. It would seem Arthur’s death disrupts the continuity of the thread between Gawain, 

Guinevere, and Lancelot, as Arthur does not ultimately repent his own actions in his last 

moments. In fact, Arthur does not go through the actions of the tragic figure in death because 

Arthur’s death is left ambiguous. If Arthur completed the same pattern of public confession, 

acceptance of responsibility, and repentant actions, there would be no mystery as to his fate. 

Alive or dead, Arthur’s uncertain status requires that he never seeks absolution. Perhaps Arthur’s 

royalty also plays a role in his exclusion from the tragic arc. Even in Malory, kings are rarely 

held to the standards of other men. Arthur caused his own death, proving that he was ultimately 

human, but he was allowed to ascend to the status of legendary rather than lowering himself to 
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the meekness required for religious redemption. 

The Deaths of Guinevere and Lancelot: Transformation and Redemption 

   Remarkably, the text titled Morte Darthur and section titled, in full, “The Moste 

Pyteuous Tale of the Morte Arthur saunz Gwerdon” do not stop with Arthur’s death. Instead, 

Guinevere and Lancelot outlive him and suffer far different ends. In a way, the deaths of each of 

the four major characters in “The Morte Arthur” could be seen as a series of trials fit for each 

character’s weaknesses. Gawain spends his final days dedicated to a single-minded quest to kill 

Lancelot, once the knight respected and honored above all others. His torture is becoming the 

wedge that drives his king apart from his best knight, cementing the circumstances for Arthur’s 

death. Arthur’s final months are marred by three wars that divide his kingdom: his own feud with 

Lancelot, the invasion demanded by Gawain, and the civil war caused by Mordred’s betrayal. 

His torture is watching his kingdom fall into disorder and disunity. In contrast, Guinevere and 

Lancelot survive the wars and retreat to religious life, dedicating themselves to prayer and 

repentance. Considering the violent ends of Gawain and Arthur, it seems Lancelot and Guinevere 

were spared the worst. Of course, Malory repeatedly emphasizes that no one can match Lancelot, 

the greatest earthly knight, so Lancelot dying in battle would destroy one of Morte’s 

cornerstones. As a result, Guinevere and Lancelot’s final acts, focused on religion rather than 

warfare, add dimension and definition to the arc established by Gawain. 

  Naturally, Lancelot and Guinevere’s deaths are intertwined, so it is impossible not to 

analyze Lancelot’s final moments without considering Guinevere’s death. In death as in life, the 

lovers are intertwined, their redemption dependent on each other. Lancelot’s return to Britain 

comes too late for him to save Arthur, but Guinevere is still alive and needs saving. As soon as 

he is able, he returns to his queen. Rather than a joyful reunion, he receives a frosty welcome that 
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will change the course of his life. No longer is Guinevere his queen and lover; she is a woman 

stripped of power and status atoning for her sins. Lancelot cannot follow her into her new life. 

Although this is not the first time the lovers are separated, Guinevere’s entrance into the nunnery 

and Lancelot’s subsequent devotion to religious life turns “The Morte Arthur” away from 

questions of warfare and politics to a sober accounting of radical transformation. The heart of the 

lovers’ final arc is repentance and self-awareness that lasts for years. Gawain’s attempt to make 

up for his errors and shortsightedness takes up the last hour of his life. In the cases of Lancelot 

and Guinevere, repentance lasts for years, transforming not only the major characters but the 

culture of the surviving Knights of the Round Table. The endpoint of this transformation is 

redemption. 

  In the moment of their reunion, Lancelot finds Guinevere a changed woman. She 

distances herself from Lancelot from the outset, surrounding herself with her ladies and never 

backing away from her convictions. Guinevere sees abandoning Lancelot as the only way for her 

to “gete [her] soule hele” (Malory 932, 33). During their reunion, Guinevere makes her own 

confession, blaming herself and Lancelot for the war, the deaths of Arthur’s knights, and the 

death of Arthur himself. Interestingly, Guinevere makes this confession to her ladies rather than 

to Lancelot. Malory repeatedly emphasizes the public nature of their conversation, mentioning 

Guinevere’s ladies as Lancelot enters, as Guinevere acknowledges his presence, and before 

Guinevere’s first speech. Lancelot might be driven by his need to protect Guinevere from shame, 

but Guinevere abandoned her earthly reputation in order to “amende [her] mysselyvyng” (933, 

13). Guinevere’s public speech illustrates her changed values by emphasizing her lack of regard 

for her reputation. Like Gawain, Guinevere abandons her previous selfishness to accept 

responsibility. Where Gawain repents of his feud with Lancelot to the other knights and lords of 
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Britain, Guinevere confesses the consequences of her affair with Lancelot to the ladies of the 

nunnery. The public nature of the confession is a key piece of the puzzle that will be repeated by 

Lancelot. Although the arc of the tragic figure focuses largely on internal struggles, it plays out 

in the public sphere.  

  In her confession, Guinevere blames herself as well as Lancelot. So entangled in love, the 

two are also entangled in guilt. Nonetheless, to have any chance at redemption, Guinevere “must 

renounce any possibility of happiness with Lancelot” (Benson 242). Clearly, the final stages of 

their tragic arcs will take place apart. In the moment, Lancelot is eager to join Guinevere, 

apparently unaware of her implication. Lancelot promises to take on the same “desteny” 

Guinevere chose (Malory 933, 17). Rather than thanking him, Guinevere chastises him, saying 

she can never believe he would turn from the world. From Guinevere’s point of view, Lancelot 

might say he will change his behavior but it is not enough to simply want to change his behavior. 

Notably, Guinevere does not imply that Lancelot cannot act differently. If she did, their 

transformations would ultimately be doomed to fail. Rather than being fated to be a sinful man, 

Lancelot’s problem is that he never truly turned away from his earthly desires. He is held hostage 

by his own choice to favor his loyalty to Guinevere over his promises to God. Lancelot himself is 

aware of this reality to a degree. As he claims in his response to Guinevere, Lancelot will be 

whoever Guinevere wants him to be, even at risk of displeasing God. He asserts that he only 

failed to turn away from the world because of her love, and that now that she has decided to 

forsake the world, he too must give up earthly pleasures, saying “sythen ye have taken you to 

perfeccion, I must nedys take me to perfection, of ryght” (933, 29-31).  

  Apparently, Lancelot needs a bit more work to reach that state of perfection, because at 

the end of his speech about giving up earthly pleasures he asks Guinevere for a kiss. Despite his 
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insistence that he will follow Guinevere’s path, Lancelot is too quick to say that he will go 

wherever Guinevere goes. He is still acting as her love rather than a chaste religious devotee. He 

has not truly changed or become aware of his failings. In a way, Lancelot uses his devotion to 

Guinevere as an excuse not to admit his failings. By emphasizing his submissive loyalty to 

Guinevere, he places full responsibility for their mistakes with Guinevere. In this very speech, he 

uses that defense by implying he had no choice but to resume their affair after the Grail Quest. 

Lancelot thinks he failed to keep his vows because of Guinevere, so now that she wants him to 

turn away, there should be no reason why he cannot take up the religious life. Still, Lancelot 

cannot keep up the act for long. Even when Guinevere has sworn him off for good, Lancelot 

wants to stretch their love for just one more kiss in “a curiously worldly way of renouncing the 

world” (Benson 244). In this, Lancelot betrays the true nature of his failings: his own lack of 

desire to make a change led him to continue his affair with Guinevere. Although she has moved 

on and asks him to do the same, Lancelot still wants to be her lover. 

  Of the events perceived to be fated, Lancelot and Guinevere’s affair holds a special status 

in Morte. As explored in the introduction, critics are quick to point out that Merlin warned 

Arthur of their affair and how it catalyzes the events in “The Morte Arthur.” Such an analysis is 

often used to support a reading focused on fate, emphasizing how an unavoidable occurrence led 

to the destruction of the Round Table. One key piece of evidence is the couple’s inability to end 

their affair even in moments of disagreement and divine instruction. However, this scene seems 

to imply the very opposite. If Guinevere and Lancelot’s affair was fated, they should never have 

been able to turn away from each other. After all, Merlin did not tell Arthur that the pair was 

fated to fall in love and then out of love. In this moment, where Guinevere is clearly ready to 

move on and Lancelot is struggling to accept the ending, it becomes evident that the previous 
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failures to abandon their affair do not indicate that fate holds them together. Rather, Guinevere 

and Lancelot remained together because they chose not to part. When Guinevere finally decides 

to walk away, there is no prophetic pull keeping her from remaining true to her promise. She 

resists temptation even when faced with Lancelot’s opposition. Malory does not deign to 

describe Guinevere’s tone or facial expression when Lancelot asks her for a kiss, allowing her 

only the comment “that shal I never do” (Malory 934, 3). Indeed, she goes to her grave without 

ever kissing Lancelot. In order to accomplish this, she prays ceaselessly over the last two days of 

her life to die before seeing Lancelot (936, 5-6). Even in death, Guinevere holds her repentance 

higher than her earthly pleasure. Destiny does not prevent her from keeping her vow. 

  Six years after parting with Guinevere, Lancelot receives a prophetic dream that 

commands him three times to go to Guinevere, who he finds dead. Lancelot received a similar 

call, albeit in a letter, to save Arthur. Once again, Lancelot gathers his men around him and 

hurries to his liege’s side. In this case, his host is not an army but a group of knights turned 

hermits. When Lancelot responds to Arthur’s call, he “[makes] ready in all the haste that might 

be” (Malory 931, 3) and lands with a host that was “hedeous to beholde” (931, 6). For 

Guinevere’s death, the journey of thirty miles takes two days because they are “wayke and feble” 

(935, 33). The contrast between a horrifying army and a ragged band of feeble monks 

emphasizes the changes that transpired after Arthur’s death. Lancelot himself is not spared from 

this description of weakness; in the six years since the parting, Lancelot has “waxed ful lene” 

(935, 20), quite a striking description of the knight who once ripped metal bars from a window 

with brute strength. The transformation Lancelot undertook is writ large across his entire body. 

Further, the differences between the processions for Arthur and Guinevere illustrate the changes 

in Britain’s fighting men. The hours the Knights of the Round Table once spent on adventure, 
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questing, and jousting are now spent on fasting, prayer, and mass. Guinevere transformed 

Lancelot, and Lancelot transformed the Round Table.  

With his company of hermits, Lancelot arrives half an hour after Guinevere’s death. 

Despite a history of overblown reactions, Lancelot does not cry when he sees Guinevere’s 

corpse. Instead, “he wepte not gretelye, but syghed” (Malory 936, 9-10) and oversees the 

morning mass and her corpse’s transportation to the gravesite. This line is especially impactful 

because weeping is a common occurrence in Morte. Knights weep for everything from “joy” (55, 

10), pity (73, 28), “sorrow” (470, 20), and “departing” (531, 4), but most of all for death and 

tragedy. Arthur weeps several times when considering the deaths of his men and the dissolution 

of Britain. Lancelot weeps on a few occasions for different reasons, generally in a state of 

religious rumination. He weeps when a hermit chastises him during the Grail Quest, when 

succeeding in healing Sir Urry, and when seeing Gawayne’s grave. In each of these moments, 

Lancelot is deeply aware of his failings. During the Grail Quest, he discovers that he is unworthy 

of the goal of spiritual knighthood. When healing Sir Urry, Lancelot feels unworthy to be 

considered the greatest knight in Christendom. Finally, when approaching Gawayne’s grave, 

Lancelot weeps when praying for Gawayne’s soul, acutely aware of his failure to save Arthur, 

Gawayne, and the Knights of the Round Table from Mordred’s treachery. In comparison with 

these other moments, Guinevere’s death seems similar enough to elicit the same reaction from 

Lancelot. 

On other occasions, Lancelot allows his emotion to overcome him when faced with 

tragedy and stress. In contrast, Lancelot acts with dignity and restraint in his final service to his 

queen. When he sees Guinevere’s corpse he is not thinking of her fatality but rather the duties he 

owes her. Her honor, always his primary concern, takes precedence over his own grief. Further, 
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this confirms that Lancelot is keeping his promise to give up earthly pleasures and walk the path 

of chaste atonement and prayer. Combined with the evident changes in his physicality and his 

years of devotion to the religious life, Lancelot appears entirely transformed. Guinevere’s dying 

wish not to look on his face might have been for naught; there is a chance she would not have 

recognized the Lancelot who dropped to his knees beside her. Lancelot is a different man than 

the one who went on the Grail Quest and the one that crossed the English Channel to save 

Arthur. Once again, this undercuts the influence of fate on Lancelot and Guinevere’s love. Both 

characters successfully abandoned their affair and constructed new identities, acting of their own 

free will and desire to make amends for their mistakes. 

It is only when Lancelot sees Guinevere lowered into the ground beside her royal 

husband that emotion finally overcomes him; he swoons and “laye longe stylle,” apparently 

unable to summon the strength to move (Malory 936, 25-27). Here, it seems as if Lancelot has 

finally given in to his old ways, favoring his earthly existence over his religious responsibilities. 

Perhaps Guinevere was correct and Lancelot’s adherence to a life of repentance and humility was 

temporary. The hermits surrounding Lancelot certainly seem to think he is acting improperly. 

When accused by one of his companions of returning to his previous state of sin, Lancelot 

defends himself, explaining: 

I trust I do not dyslpese God, for He knoweth myn entente, for my sorrow was not, nor is 

not, for ony rejoysyng of syne, but my sorrow may never have ende… whan I sawe his 

corps and hir corps so lye togyders, truly myn herte would not serve to systeyne my 

careful body. Also whan I remembre me how by my defaute and myn orgule and my 

pryde that they were bothe layed full lowe, that were pereles that ever was lyvyng of 
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Christen people, wyt you wel… this remembred, of their kyndenes and myn unkyndenes, 

sanke so to myn herte that I might not susteyne myself. (Malory 936-937)  

Like Gawain and Guinevere, Lancelot recognizes that intention is everything. Just as Gawain can 

forgive Aggravain’s murder and Guinevere can hope for a place beside God in heaven, Lancelot 

knows that God will not condemn his mourning as a return to sinful attachment.  

Finally, Lancelot gives a heart-wrenching confession and admits his part in the tragedy. 

Lancelot’s confession is the last of the three by major characters and perhaps the most out of 

character. Although Lancelot acts courteously in most instances, he prefers chastising others for 

misreading his intentions rather than admitting his mistakes. Throughout “The Morte Arthur,” 

Lancelot complains about slights done against him and emphasizes the treatment he deserves. He 

lectures Aggravain on the night of the plot (Malory 876, 19-29), Arthur on the battlefield (894, 

20-26), the lords of Britain during his exile (902, 1-14), and Gawain during the Siege of Benwick 

(913, 6-10). To a degree, each of these moments justifies Lancelot’s outrage. He earns mistrust, 

accusations of treason, and exile from the people he labored his whole life to protect. As he tells 

Arthur, these events seem like “evyll reward[s]” (894, 26) for a lifetime of service to Britain. 

Nonetheless, Lancelot also fails to recognize that he caused the distrust. When he accuses 

Aggravain of slander, he is in Guinevere’s chambers while her husband is away. When he tells 

Arthur that he is being treated unfairly, he is hiding Guinevere away from her king and husband. 

When he laments his exile from Britain, he had just engaged in open combat against its king. 

When he berates Gawain for calling him a traitor, he has just been accused of treacherous 

adultery, stolen his king’s wife, and warred openly against his king. While Lancelot’s intentions 

are misconstrued as villainous each of these moments, he repeatedly fails to take responsibility 
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and realize he makes mistakes. Too quick to blame others and too slow to see the truth, Lancelot 

is just a blind in his pride as Gawain was in his anger.  

However, Lancelot’s speech at Guinevere and Arthur’s grave reveals a true awakening. 

No longer is his devotion to the penance based on following orders from Guinevere. Lancelot 

realizes, perhaps for the first time, that his major failing was not showing up late to the battle. He 

was a catalyst for the destruction in “The Morte Arthur,” just like Aggravain, Mordred, Gawain, 

Guinevere, and Arthur. Upon his awakening, Lancelot confesses to his companions that he 

blames his fault, his haughtiness, and his pride for the deaths of Arthur and Guinevere. Notably, 

the word “orgule” occurs only twice in all of Morte. Lancelot uses the word “defaute” twice and 

pride three times during “Lancelot and Guinevere,” mostly when preparing to defend Guinevere 

in battle and mourning his previous absence. Considering his vocal refusal to accept his status as 

the best among equals, the infrequency of language referring to pride in his dialogue is 

unsurprising. As this evidence suggests, Lancelot does not often speak of himself as prideful. For 

one critic, Lancelot’s admittedly humble speech makes his “humility, certainly his courtesy, 

kindness, and patience” more identifiable character traits (Lambert 218).  

This is not to say Lancelot is never motivated by pride. As explored previously, Lancelot 

defends his honor above all else, even to the point of hubris. One glaring example in “The Morte 

Arthur” is Lancelot’s defiance of Bors’ warning when he enters Guinevere’s chambers on the 

night Aggravayne plans to spring a trap. He explains that he does not want to be a coward by 

failing to respond to his queen’s call (Malory 873, 34-35). Here, Lancelot’s concern is that he 

will seem “unknightly” if anyone finds out that he refused answer Guinevere’s call because he 

was afraid of Aggravain and his conspirators (Lambert 202). Lancelot’s decision is not truly 

motivated by duty. Rather, he is concerned with protecting his reputation. Despite understanding 
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the risks, Lancelot holds his reputation above all else. While he conflates this impulse with 

loyalty, his actions are at least partially motivated by pride. This makes Lancelot’s confession 

doubly striking: not only is he admitting his fault, he is recognizing for the first time that his 

pride led him to destroy all that he holds dear. 

Although Lancelot openly states his guilt in their deaths, he does not specify what action 

led to Arthur and Guinevere dying. He identifies his pride and his lack as the major causes 

without giving any specific acknowledgment of fault. To those around him, Lancelot’s 

declaration may seem puzzling. Where Guinevere clearly identifies that her affair with Lancelot 

led to Arthur’s death, Lancelot ambiguously blames abstract faults. Luckily, the structure of 

“The Morte Arthur” provides clarity. Considering the sequence of events in “The Morte Arthur,” 

Lancelot most likely regrets being apart from Arthur in his final moments. Arthur recognizes his 

failure in his final moments, crying, “A, Sir Launcelot! … thys day have I sore myssed the” 

(Malory 924, 25-26), in an emotional appeal that reminds the reader of Lancelot’s absence. As 

explored earlier, Lancelot’s presence probably would have drastically changed the course of 

events during the Day of Destiny (Lambert 219). Therefore, his absence may have been 

necessary in order for Arthur to die in battle. Of course, the reason Lancelot and Arthur were not 

traveling together was that they were on opposite sides of the first two armed conflicts in “The 

Morte Arthur.”  

Although Lancelot was not the primary aggressor in either conflict, both wars were in 

response to his prideful actions. His insistence on seeing Guinevere the night Aggravyne sprung 

his trap was primarily motivated by pride, as was his decision to save Guinevere from execution. 

In fact, the argument Bors uses to convince Lancelot to save Guinevere revolves around 

protecting Lancelot’s reputation; in respond to Lancelot’s doubt, he claims that “all the worlde 
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wolde speke of you shame to the worldis ende” if Lancelot did not rescue Guinevere (Malory 

880, 1-2). However, Bors misreads Lancelot’s dilemma. Clearly, Lancelot already decided that 

he must rescue Guinevere. In his opening speech to his companions, he says that he will fight for 

Guinevere, but he dreads that Arthur will “not take [him] as [he] ought to be takyn” (879, 26-27). 

Here, Lancelot’s concern is not whether he should rescue Guinevere but how to deal with 

Arthur’s wrath. He knows that Arthur will misjudge his intentions. Nonetheless, this concern 

falls away once Bors makes his declaration. Discussions of the course of action turn primarily to 

shame, with the words shame, dishonor, and worship used nine times in less than a page. When 

the conversation finally turns back to Arthur and his wrath, the focus remains on reputation and 

honor. Bors seems convinced that Lancelot will win “grete worshyp” when he returns Guinevere 

to a coolheaded Arthur (881, 6). Despite Lancelot’s doubt over how to deal with Arthur, they 

decide to rescue Guinevere “for bettir other for wars” (881, 23-24).  

In context, Lancelot’s pride allowed him to ignore the reaction he knew Arthur would 

have and begin creating the enmity for the civil wars to come. His lamentation is for failing to 

save Guinevere and Arthur when it mattered most. For most of his life, he ensured that the 

fellowship of the Round Table remained salient due to his ability to match any foe that 

challenged Arthur. Nonetheless, his lifetime of martial successes can never change that his king 

died in battle without Lancelot to protect him from his enemies. Nor can Lancelot deny that he 

allowed Arthur two to end up on opposite side of the battlefield on two different occasions in 

“The Morte Arthur.” Gawain’s promise that Lancelot would charge in to save Arthur remained 

unfulfilled because Arthur died before Lancelot arrived. In tandem, Lancelot allowing Arthur to 

die also caused Guinevere to die in a state of shame and regret. Although Guinevere chooses her 

fate in the hopes of securing happiness in the afterlife, her reputation will always be marred by 
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her status as an adulteress. Not only could Lancelot not save his king and queen, he kept them 

from reuniting before it was too late. 

  Similar to Gawain, Lancelot reaches a moment that forces him to recognize the link 

between action and consequence. Rather than his own death, Guinevere’s burial awakens 

Lancelot. Perhaps for the first time, he realizes the consequences of his actions. He embarks on a 

course of penance so harsh that he eventually starves to death. After Guinevere’s burial, he 

refuses to leave the tomb, rejecting food and drink as he “dryed and dwyned away” (Malory 937, 

9). Here, Malory emphasizes both the affects of not eating and not drinking, underscoring the 

severity of Lancelot’s self-inflicted torture. Lancelot’s reason for rejecting sustenance is hard to 

pin down with any certainty. On the one hand, he has apparently been fasting for some time, 

considering his notable weight loss. However, he is described as “lyeng grovelyng on the 

tombe,” as if reacting to the deaths of Arthur and Guinevere rather than continuing previous 

behavior (937, 12). Although Lancelot himself does not explain his reasoning, Malory says that 

he is seeking death (937, 7). The conclusion is that Lancelot died through a combination of 

existing weakness and purposeful intent. 

  Notably, Lancelot’s death through abstinence of all things earthly is not the most 

predictable death for a man who made his name and reputation through martial superiority. The 

deaths of Arthur and Gawain on the battlefield follows logically for characters who built worship 

by winning fights. Although Arthur puts down his sword for the majority of Morte, he made his 

kingdom through warfare. Gawain’s story is closer to the rest of Arthur’s knights, as he spends 

his life in battles, jousts, and fights to the death. Therefore, in both cases, death caused by battle 

wounds is predictable. Gawain and Arthur die of bodily causes, as men that made their names 

with the strength of their bodies. For Lancelot, death takes a different form. He does not die as 
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the result of blood loss or fatal injury. Rather, his death comes when he chooses to deny himself 

sustenance. Through his last weeks, Lancelot sustains himself with prayer and grief until his 

body can no longer support him. The body that no man could hope to match in a fight is finally 

extinguished by neglect rather than an enemy’s chance stroke.  

  To a degree, Lancelot dying as the result of battle would not fit in with Morte’s logic. 

Throughout “The Morte Arthur,” men point out constantly that no knight can beat Lancelot in a 

fight. Gawain says early on that Lancelot “woll make hit good uponn ony knyght lyvyng” that 

insults him or Guinevere (Malory 883, 4-5). Indeed, Lancelot cuts down all the knights who 

stand against him on the day of Guinevere’s execution, killing “all that wolde wythstonde hym” 

(885, 13). Although Lancelot is occasionally wounded, dying in combat would negate his status 

as the best of all earthly knights. Lancelot would at least be surpassed in status by whoever dealt 

the fatal stroke. Most of Sir Ector’s elegy for Lancelot deals with his supremacy, especially his 

matchless skill in combat. Ector declares that Lancelot was “never matched of erthly knyghtes 

hande” (939, 14-15) and “the sternest knyght to [his] mortal foo” (939, 21). These statements are 

only possible if Lancelot is never defeated. With this accepted truth, Lancelot can only die at his 

own hand or otherwise from natural causes. In Lancelot’s ascetic fervor, he becomes the final 

tragic death in “The Morte Arthur.” Having grieved for Arthur, Gawain, and Guinevere, 

Lancelot dies on the grave of his king and queen.  

  When Lancelot dies, Bors and his companions feel “the swettest savour aboute hym that 

ever they felte” (Malory 938, 18-19). This odd description almost certainly links back to the 

Sankgreal, when a disembodied voice calls Lancelot “more bitter than ys the wood” (694, 41). A 

hermit explains to Lancelot that the voice called him bitter because “wheresomever much synne 

dwellith there may be but lytyll swettnesse” (697, 18-19). For sweetness to surround Lancelot in 
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death, he must finally be free of sin, a feat he did not manage to achieve while living. The smell 

is also a reference to “the sweetness of saints,” as saints’ corpses typically smell pleasant 

(Tolhurst 147). Even if the reader managed to miss the reference to the sweetness of saints, 

Malory lays indication on top of indication that Lancelot is sanctified, explicitly stating in the 

bishop’s dream that “angellys heve up syr Launcelot unto heven” (Malory 938, 11). This dream 

all but guarantees his ascension. Further, Sir Ector removes any doubt that Lancelot’s brand of 

knighthood bars him from heaven, explicitly glorifying his earthly knighthood and presenting 

Lancelot as a man who was kind, humble, and true despite his martial prowess. Malory leaves no 

question as to Lancelot’s redemption in the eyes of God and other men. In the final pages of 

“The Morte Arthur,” Malory completes the redemption of Lancelot and presents him as the 

highest ideal of earthly knighthood. 
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Conclusion: The Purpose of Malorian Tragedy 

  In his analysis of the causes of “The Morte Arthur,” Mark Lambert concludes, “the ruin 

is the fault of Aggravain, and of Gawain, and of Guinevere, and of Lancelot... Malorian tragedy 

is multicentric: we understand all the parts, but not the whole” (166). Here is where Lambert and 

I disagree. His conclusion allows Morte to take its place as a deeply meaningful piece of 

literature, and yet it comes short of explaining Morte’s major themes. Using my analysis of key 

deaths in “The Morte Arthur,” I will attempt to provide a reading that encompasses the overall 

themes in “The Morte Arthur.” After all, if we can understand the parts of the tragedy, why 

would we be unable to understand the whole? Here it is useful to return to the original list of 

aspects and give them identifying titles: 

1. Original good standing. Only protagonists are given tragic arcs.  

2. Errors. The circumstances surrounding the death of the tragic character are at least 

partially the result of human actions even in events involving prophecy. Errors are 

primarily caused by pride and shortsightedness and emphasis is placed on the motivations 

and actions of the individual. 

3. Blindness. Although the tragic character creates the circumstances around his death, the 

tragic character is unaware of the consequences of his actions. This blindness lasts until 

near the time of his death. 

4. Torment. Before his death, the character is tormented by his actions. He is forced to live 

through events that are uniquely damaging based on his personal relationships and 

values, such as death of family members or the breaking of fellowship. Like Lancelot, he 

may even think he is suffering because of outside forces such as Fortune. 

5. Awakening. Around the time of his death, the character becomes aware of the role he 
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played in creating both his own death and the overall tragedy: the fall of Camelot.  

6. Public confession. Becoming aware, the character confesses his failings publicly. In 

order to be truly repentant, he must admit his error to both himself and his community.  

7. Repentant acts. In the moments of his death, the character is redeemed through his 

performance of repentant deeds, such as Gawain writing a letter to Lancelot. He rights the 

wrongs that led to the tragic ending of Morte and is portrayed as “trew” after his deaths.  

8. Elegy and mourning. After his death, surviving characters honor the memory of the 

tragic characters through public grief and elegiac actions. 

9. Redemption or ascension. Enabled through his public confession, repentance, and 

acceptance of guilt and confirmed by the grief of surviving characters, the good acts he 

inspires, and evidence that supports his ascension to heaven, the tragic character is 

ultimately presented as good and worshipful.  

  Before exploring the overall effect of Malorian tragedy, the eighth and ninth points 

require some explanation. These final points concern a thread explored in detail during the 

reaction to Lancelot’s death: sanctification. Here, the pattern of the performance of public grief 

and actions to honor the tragic figure’s memory becomes more explicit. As explored previously, 

Lancelot’s brother Ector gives an elegy for Lancelot that valorizes Lancelot’s model of earthly 

knighthood and provides the linchpin for his presentation as saintly. However, Malory does not 

stop there. Lancelot’s influence stretches far beyond his elegy or burial. After Lancelot’s death, 

some of the last Knights of the Round Table decline to stay with King Constantine and instead 

go to the Holy Land, apparently because “Sir Launcelot commanded them for to do” (Malory 

940, 13-14). Further, some return to their native lands and continue living their lives “as holy 

men” (Malory 940, 6). Before “The Morte Arthur,” the best way for the last knights to follow 
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Lancelot’s example would have been to support the new king. Interestingly, the last of Arthur’s 

knights do not stay to help his successor maintain stability in Britain. Instead, they mold to the 

model Lancelot presented in the last years of his life: dedication to a higher cause. No longer will 

the knights turned hermit monks turned knights again fight for kings and queens; now, they fight 

for God. As for the knights who remain holy men, they too continue on the path, serving God in 

their own way. 

  This is the key to establishing Lancelot as a tragic figure. One of the characteristics of 

Malorian tragedy is that the character is ultimately just and good, or as Malory might put it, 

“trew.” One of the conditions of goodness in Malory is inspiring others to earn worship. As a 

good king, Arthur inspires his knights to live honorably and follow the code of the Round Table. 

As a good queen, Guinevere inspires Lancelot to win battles and save damsels. It follows that 

part of recovering the reputation of each tragic figure is showing that they are now inspiring 

others to perform worshipful acts rather than evil acts. While he was alive, Lancelot’s life of 

ascetic penance became the penance of the surviving knights, who viewed him as the model for 

knighthood. After his death, his influence continued to inspire them to serve God. Notably, that 

service is not only as purely religious men. As Lancelot was the model of earthly knighthood, 

some of the remaining knights take back up shield and sword and enact a return to earthly 

chivalry rather than a “conclusive departure” from knighthood (Whetter 157). As they are 

explicitly stated to be following Lancelot’s orders, it seems logical that Lancelot too saw the 

worth in earthly knighthood despite his extreme rejection of earthly pleasures in his final days. 

  Gawain and Guinevere’s deaths have similar effects on a more limited scale. After 

Gawain’s death, Lancelot visits his grave and then begins a very interesting course of action. 

First, he holds a feast and allows all the people to eat their fill of “fleyssh and fysshe and wyne 
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and ale” (Malory 931, 21-22) and then hands twelve pence to every feaster “with hys owne 

honde” (Malory 931, 23). During the morning mass, Lancelot offers a “hondred pounde,” 

inspiring the rest of the parishioners to offer amounts of money depending on their station 

(Malory 931, 29). So many people make offerings that the scene lasts the entire day. Having 

given and motivated giving, Lancelot throws himself back on Gawain’s grave and mourns for 

two days. Lancelot explicitly performs these actions for and because of Gawain; when he hands 

out money to the people at the feast, he urges them to “pray for the soule of Sir Gawayne” 

(Malory 931, 25). By showing kindness, compassion, and generosity, Lancelot honors Gawain’s 

memory and is moved to earn worship for Gawain by helping as many people as possible. With 

these actions, Lancelot demonstrates that Gawain “has received Lancelot’s forgiveness” (Benson 

241). He also makes an effort to secure more worship for Gawain after his death and motivate 

others to follow suit. 

  After Guinevere’s death, Lancelot cannot offer food or money to the townsfolk because 

he has chosen to give up all earthly pleasures. Instead, he goes even further down the path of 

abstinence, refusing any food or drink as he mourns her death. Lancelot continues mourning for 

Guinevere until the moment he dies. The elegiac acts performed for Gawain and Guinevere’s 

deaths are in many ways opposites. For Gawain, Lancelot gives openly of food and money, 

whereas, for Guinevere, Lancelot refuses to take food and drink from his companions. Still, the 

acts fit with each character and the status of Lancelot at the time of their death. Lancelot honors 

Gawain as an aristocratic knight, using his power and wealth to do good deeds in honor of 

Gawain’s immortal soul. These acts reflect contemporary developments in Christianity as  

“English Christians… gained prayers of intercession for themselves and their loved ones in 

exchange for contributions to their parish churches” (Tolhurst 150). In contrast, Lancelot honors 
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Guinevere as a repentant priest, refusing the pleasures of the world to honor her. Guinevere died 

in penance, so Lancelot commits to extreme penance and eventually starves himself to death. In 

each case, Lancelot’s mourning is active rather than passive. He does not simply cry over a 

grave. Instead, he purposefully honors the memory of the tragic figure.  

  Ultimately, my analysis of “The Morte Arthur” reveals a thought-provoking pattern of 

error, torment, penance, and redemption in the deaths of Gawain, Lancelot, and Guinevere. 

Notably, this pattern is subverted by Arthur’s final moments on page. Arthur experiences the 

same purgatorial torture as the other principal characters, but he never recognizes his own role in 

his death and makes an effort to fix his errors. At first glance, this may undercut the arc of 

Malorian tragedy. However, my conclusion is that Malory deliberately left Arthur’s path toward 

salvation incomplete in support of the mystery he creates by making Arthur the once and future 

king. Interrupting the path deepens the mystery of Arthur’s death. Rather than weakening the 

argument, Arthur’s exclusion lends it strength by showing how important it is for tragic 

characters to go through the pattern before their deaths. The tragic arc lends closure and finality. 

Because Arthur did not take responsibility, his status remains liminal. 

  With the pattern of creating tragic figures clearly established, the overall purpose of 

Malorian tragedy must be addressed. As a starting point, Malorian tragedy is ultimately a human 

tragedy concerned with both the relationships between people and each person and God. Vinaver 

got halfway there in his assessment that Malory “transferred the tragedy… to this essentially 

human plane” (773). Vinaver’s point that Malory removes focus on the political to give attention 

to the social and emotional costs of the tragedy is accurate. The textual analysis in the previous 

section highlights deeply emotional moments of intense grief, pain, regret, and anger. However, 

the plane is not only human or earthly. In fact, as seen in the elegiac aspect of Malorian tragedy, 
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it is essential to establish the tragic figure as an inspiration for religious acts. Although 

characters’ mistakes ultimately cause the dissolution of the earthly kingdom, in their penance 

they make amends with a higher power. Guinevere makes the impetus for this change clear when 

she explains she is set on her path because “aftir my deth I may have a syght of the blyssed face 

of Cryste Jesu” (Malory 932-933). Clearly, Guinevere’s motivation, and therefore Lancelot’s 

motivation, is to please God. Although Gawain does not have a similar turn toward religious 

devotion, he leaves the religious work to Lancelot. Additionally, his ascension to heaven is 

confirmed by his appearance in Arthur’s dream. 

  As a result, Malorian tragedy centers on redemption. Far from Vinaver’s assertion that 

“there is no moral to be drawn from this” (774), a message of hope softens the tragic ending of 

Morte. Malory does not excuse each tragic figure of his or her own mistakes. In fact, each of 

them is punished with horrible suffering and forced to see their most important relationships and 

bonds destroyed. Further, each character publicly acknowledges more than their own share of 

responsibility, blaming himself or herself for the entirety of the disaster. Yet, the motivation 

behind these public declarations is an awakening that frees the tragic figure from the blindness of 

his or her previous state. Post-awakening, it as if an entirely different person committed the 

sinful and traitorous acts because they failed to understand the consequences of their actions. As 

in Gawain’s death speech, old hates and feuds fall away and all that remains is a desire to make 

amends. This is only possible because the actions were performed freely. There was no hand of 

fortune or fate motivating the tragic characters. Rather, they fell to their own pride, anger, and 

love. As a result, change is possible. With the same free will they used to make the poor choices, 

they can make better choices. 

   The emphasis on choice allows Malory to fulfill the religious redemption well within the 
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logic of Morte. Although Lancelot and Guinevere publicly acknowledge their imperfections, 

those who survive their deaths will view them as models of Christian knighthood and queenship, 

respectively. Even after their public confessions of guilt, others follow their examples. When 

Lancelot takes up the monastic life, other knights follow him as “their role model in penance” 

despite knowing about his affair with Guinevere (Tolhurst 147). With Guinevere in her penance 

are ladies and attendants, who follow her in religious devotion just as they did when she was 

queen. Lancelot and Guinevere’s sins do not preclude them from redemption or from being 

models for other Christians. Even the holiest Christians sin and err. This fact is especially 

important to justify the endpoint of each character. As one critic puts it, “grace is available to the 

repentant sinner” (Hanks 22). Taking it a step further, not only is grace possible in Morte, it is 

guaranteed for those who act with good intentions. In fact, redemption is the destination for each 

of the tragic figures. Despite their sins and errors, all they must do is turn from sin to be forgiven. 

That truth extends beyond Morte and into Christian practice, both medieval and modern (Hanks 

“Malory, God’s Grace, and Noble Love” 22). Within Morte, a reader finds “a Godly grace to be 

accorded even [to] imperfect humans” (Hanks “Malory, God’s Grace, and Noble Love” 9). The 

text contends directly with this concept when Guinevere explains, “as sinful as ever I was, now 

ar sentes in hevyn” (Malory 933, 1-2). 

  The one tragic figure that complicates the role of religion in Malorian tragedy is Gawain. 

In his final speech and letter to Lancelot, Gawain barely mentions religion. Instead, he ends his 

letter by asking Lancelot to “se [his] tumbe” (Malory 919, 18). As explored previously, when 

visiting Gawain’s tomb Lancelot performs several acts of religious penance in Gawain’s honor, 

giving food and money to all the people in the town and offering an outrageously large sum 

during morning mass. Gawain’s instructions were not detailed, but Lancelot seems to be acting 
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from a place of knowing, perhaps enacting accepted social practice or otherwise Gawain’s 

unspoken last wishes. Once again, offering of money in exchange for prayers was a common 

religious practice in Malory’s time, which seems to confirm that Lancelot acted out of concern 

for Gawain’s immortal soul (Tolhurst 150). Further, Gawain’s status as the messenger in 

Arthur’s vision from God guarantees that he has  “God’s forgiveness” (Benson 241). Despite his 

seeming lack of interest in God during his final moments, Gawain clearly did enough to be 

forgiven for his sins.  

  Malorian tragedy is purposeful, but it is not truly theological. Rather, Malory’s specific 

brand of tragedy was engineered for a literary end. The whole of Malorian tragedy is not just an 

attempt at “practical Christianity” but also a successful attempt to retain the dissolution of 

Camelot without sacrificing the essential goodness of major characters (Tolhurst 149). In “The 

Morte Arthure,” major characters claim responsibility for the tragedy, stating doubtlessly that the 

death and destruction was ultimately a consequence of their actions. Yet, this recognition of 

responsibility comes as a reversal and an awakening. This reversal reveals that tragic figures 

were unaware of their mistakes as they were making them. Therefore, tragic figures like Gawain, 

Guinevere, and Lancelot act blindly out of anger, pride, and arrogance in order to establish the 

conditions required to set the tragedy in motion. Morte was always going to end with Arthur and 

Mordred’s final battle and the destruction of the Round Table. Malory’s challenge was to arrive 

at that moment with the moral status of his major character intact. Gawain, Guinevere, and 

Lancelot are justified in claiming responsibility; without Lancelot and Guinevere’s affair, the 

conflict never would have begun, whereas without Gawain’s blood feud Mordred never would 

have been able to claim power. This reinforces the structural necessity of their actions. Rather 

than blaming one character to salvage the others, Malorian tragedy allows each tragic figure to 
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make mistakes without being barred from redemption. Although the tragic figure makes grave 

errors, a significant awakening follows their blindness and leads them to make amends and take 

responsibility. At the end of their life, the tragic figure is returned to good standing and 

redeemed. 

    Thematically, the emphasis on redemption allows Morte to present a distinctly 

bittersweet ending. The tragic characters spend the first part of “The Morte Arthur” destroying, 

dividing, and dissolving, but they spend the latter reconnecting, repenting, and reforming. The 

deaths of the tragic figures are accompanied by “wepynge and wryngyng of hands” as well as 

“[grete] dole,” yet Morte does not linger long in moments of hopelessness and grief (Malory 938, 

19-21). In Morte, death is also an opportunity for an awakening. In disaster, characters who have 

avoided their sins for hundreds of pages are finally able to take responsibility and change. Where 

that change is unexpected or even inexplicable, one does not need to look far for the cause: 

mortality brings clarity. Tragic characters spend their last moments realizing their mistakes and 

making amends, not only for their own immortal souls but also for all those who remain on earth 

after they die.  

  Whether Malory wanted his story to end so disastrously or felt confined by the texts he 

was adapting, the tragedy in Morte is idiosyncratic and fits its peculiarity. In the future, this 

framework for Malorian tragedy may be challenged and tested against earlier deaths in Morte. 

Where other critics identify thematic foreshadowing of “The Morte Arthur,” the tragic arc can be 

used to identify other tragic figures, potentially adding even more dimension to Malorian 

tragedy. The most obvious place to begin is with Tristram, whose section of Morte is just as 

nebulous as “The Morte Arthur.” Structural linkage between earlier deaths and those in “the 

Morte Arthur” would be strong evidence in favor of Morte ultimately being a unified text. If not, 
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Morte may indeed be classified as a series of loosely connected tales. Arriving at such a 

conclusion would allow further study of Morte to hold a deeper understanding of the literary 

aims of the author.  

  Additionally, this close reading could be deepened and developed by attempting to place 

Malory in the progression of literary history or contextualizing Malorian tragedy in 

contemporary philosophical and theological debates. With Beverly Kennedy’s bold placement of 

Malory between Chaucer and Shakespeare in the development of thought and philosophy, this 

analysis provides the foundation for linking their works together in the development of literature. 

Perhaps Morte’s perceived anachronisms are indicative of its belonging on a crux between times. 

As much has already been written on Chaucerian and Shakesperian tragedies, further 

development and understanding of Malorian tragedy may provide scholars of English literature a 

fresh opportunity for exploring the relationship between the Middle Ages and the English 

Renaissance. Finally, Malorian tragedy must be approached as more than a literary phenomenon 

and studied in context of history, philosophy, politics, and religion. This analysis contended only 

briefly with religion and philosophy. In further studies, context will provide additional purposes 

and affects of Malorian tragedy.  

  Approaching Morte and especially its conclusion “The Morte Arthur” requires a 

willingness to engage with complexities rather than identify binaries. For Malory, it is usually 

both rather than one or the other; tragic figures are both responsible for their own actions and 

consistently blind to the consequences. Yet, Malorian tragedy is not inscrutable or impossibly 

complex. Within “The Morte Arthur,” a richly woven tale of error, pain, and transformation 

provides a remarkably genuine portrait of human potential and speaks to one of life’s greatest 

disappointments. Even the best among us, like Lancelot or Guinevere, fail in spectacular ways. 
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Our political leaders, role models, and truest friends will disappoint and betray us. In Morte, the 

true gift of human life is the capacity for awareness and the freedom to change. Malorian tragedy 

provides more than an expertly crafted literary tool for a literary end. It allows the reader a 

blueprint for personal transformation ending in redemption. Malorian tragedy is both earthly and 

divine, both inevitable and avoidable, both heartbreaking and hopeful.
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